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EUR 2y Swap Spread Wideners
Trade
Short-end Bund ASWs have drifted to the cheapest
level seen since 2016. With the ECB still anchoring
the front-end, we think that the recent reaction to the
short-end seems rather overdone. We tactically enter
EUR 2y swap spread wideners, with the move being
the most extreme in this tenor.
Fundamentals

•

Forward rate Guidance: ECB continues to keep
short-end anchored by keeping rates on hold "at
least through summer of 2019".

•

Italian Risks: Short-end Bund ASWs still hold
the "Italian risk" premium. While the noise from

Italian politics have abated, we could still see some
resurgence of risks into the submission of the
budget to the EC by mid-Oct. This should support
wider swap spreads led by the short-end curve.

•

PSPP Reinvestments: German paper continues
to benefit from the ECB's PSPP reinvestments in
September and October.

•

Global risks: German paper continues to benefit
from "safe haven" premium amid global risks like
trade wars, US-China tariffs, and EM risks.

Risks
• ECB turns more hawkish in near term, which seems
less likely amid weaker growth data.
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This material is for general informational purposes only and is not investment advice nor does it constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell a particular financial instrument.
It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, risk profile or the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this material. No representation is
made that the information contained herein is accurate in all material respects, complete or up to date, nor that it has been independently verified by TD Securities. Recipients of this analysis
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assumed. This material, including all opinions, estimates and other information, constitute TD Securities’ judgment as of the date hereof and is subject to change without notice. The price,
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information. TD Securities may have effected or may effect transactions for its own account in the securities described herein. No proposed customer or counterparty relationship is intended
or implied between TD Securities and a recipient of this document.
TD Securities makes no representation as to any tax, accounting, legal or regulatory issues. Investors should seek their own legal, financial and tax advice regarding the appropriateness
of investing in any securities or pursuing any strategies discussed herein. Investors should also carefully consider any risks involved. Any transaction entered into is in reliance only upon
the investor’s judgment as to financial, suitability and risk criteria. TD Securities does not hold itself out to be an advisor in these circumstances, nor do any of its representatives have
the authority to do so.
The information contained herein is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation
or which would subject TD Securities to additional licensing or registration requirements. It may not be copied, reproduced, posted, transmitted or redistributed in any form without the prior
written consent of TD Securities.
If you would like to unsubscribe from our email distribution lists at any time, please contact your TD Securities Sales Contact. If you are located in Europe, Asia, Australia or New Zealand
you may also unsubscribe by emailing us at Privacy.EAP@tdsecurities.com.
You can access our Privacy Policy here (tdsecurities.com/tds/content/AU_PrivacyPage).
Australia: If you receive this document and you are domiciled in Australia, please note that this report is intended to be issued for general information purposes only and distributed through
the Toronto Dominion Australia Limited (“TDAL”). TDAL does not hold itself out to be providing financial advice in these circumstances. TD Securities is a trademark and represents certain
investment dealing and advisory activities of Toronto-Dominion Bank and its subsidiaries, including TDAL. The Toronto-Dominion Bank is not an authorized deposit-taking or financial services
institution in Australia. TDAL is a holder of an Australian Financial Services License (404698) and is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.
Canada: Canadian clients wishing to effect transactions in any security discussed herein should do so through a qualified salesperson of TD Securities or TD Securities Inc. TD Securities
Inc. is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund.
China, India, and South Korea: Insofar as the document is received by any persons in the People's Republic of China (“PRC”), India and South Korea, it is intended only to be issued to
persons who have the relevant qualifications to engage in the investment activity mentioned in this document. The recipient is responsible for obtaining all relevant government regulatory
approvals/licenses themselves, and represents and warrants to TD Bank that the recipient's investments in those securities do not violate any law or regulation, including, but not limited to,
any relevant foreign exchange regulations and/or overseas investment regulations. The Toronto-Dominion Bank has a representative office in Shanghai, Mumbai and Seoul which should
be contacted for any general enquiry related to The Toronto-Dominion Bank or its business. However, neither any of the Toronto-Dominion Bank offshore branches/subsidiaries nor its
representative offices are permitted to conduct business within the borders of the PRC, India and South Korea. In locations in Asia where the Bank does not hold licenses to conduct business
in financial services, it is not our intention to, and the information contained in this document should not be construed as, conducting any regulated financial activity, including dealing in, or
the provision of advice in relation to, any regulated instrument or product. This publication is for general information only, without addressing any particular needs of any individual or entity,
and should not be relied upon without obtaining specific advice in the context of specific circumstances.
Hong Kong SAR (China): This document, which is intended to be issued in Hong Kong SAR (China) ("Hong Kong") only to Professional Investors within the meaning of the Securities
and Futures Ordinance (the "SFO") and the Securities and Futures (Professional Investor) Rules made under the SFO, has been distributed through Toronto-Dominion Bank, Hong Kong
Branch, which is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority.
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institutions (“QFI”) only under a relevant exemption to the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act.
If you have received this document from TD Securities (Japan) Co., Ltd., it is being provided only to institutional investors. TD Securities (Japan) Co., Ltd. is regulated by the Financial Services
Agency of Japan and is distributing this document in Japan as a Type 1 Financial Instruments Business Operator registered with the Kanto Local Finance Bureau under registration number,
Kinsho 2992, and a member of Japan Securities Dealers Association.
New Zealand: The Toronto-Dominion Bank is not a “registered bank” in New Zealand under the Reserve Bank Act 1989.
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Singapore Branch in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, this report. The Toronto-Dominion Bank, Singapore Branch is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
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